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Introduction: The first cases of an interesting disease, Aromatic L-Amino Acid Decarboxylase deficiency 
(ALADD) with obvious anesthetic implications were made in the early 1990’s (1). The deficiency of the enzyme 
will lead to a decrease in the conversion of levodopa and 5-hydroxy tryptamine to dopamine and serotonin 
respectively These metabolites are in turn converted into norepinephrine (within noradrenergic neurons) and 
melatonin (within the pineal Gland) The diagnosis of this disorder is enzyme is made by a plasma enzyme assay. 
Screening at a genetic level showed that although in a number of cases the mutation was the same there were a 
hand full which showed novel mutations, thus showing a large  heterogeneity.(2) Clinically these patients have 
been found to have problems modulating psychomotor function; hormone secretion; cardiovascular, pulmonary 
and gastrointestinal control; sleep mechanisms; body temperature and pain. Although case studies have appeared 
across the neurological and metabolic literature, to date, no cases have been published involving the 
administration of anesthesia in patients with this disease. We report the anesthetic management of a case 
presenting for a Nissen fundoplication and open gastrostomy tube.  
 
Case Report: A 4 year 5 month old male (weight – 12kg) with a diagnosis of ALADD and gastro-esophageal 
reflux disease, presented for open Nissen fundoplication and gastrostomy tube placement. His medications 
included ranitidine, pramipexole, domperidone, fluoxetine, chloral hydrate and trihexyphenidyl all of which were 
continued into the perioperative period.  Apart from this obviously significant history there were no further 
findings of note. After arrival into the operating room, the child underwent a modified rapid sequence induction 
with standard monitoring. After securing the airway another intravenous line and a radial arterial line were placed. 
An epidural catheter was then placed at the T9-T10 space.  Anesthesia was maintained by oxygen / air / isoflurane 
(at 1/3 to ½ MAC) / vecuronium and bupivicaine0.25% with epinephrine (1:200,000) via the epidural catheter. 
The bupivicaine was bolused twice in the form of 2 ml boluses which were spaced 75 minutes apart. Also 
available in the operating room were, infusions of dopamine and epinephrine, which were never used during the 
case, as the child remained hemodynamically stable throughout the procedure. At the end of surgery 
neuromuscular blockade was reversed and the child extubated. He was then transferred to the ICU where his 
monitoring was continued, and bupivicaine 0.1% containing fentanyl 2.5mcg / ml was infused via the epidural 
catheter at 3 ml/hr. On postoperative day 2 the child was transferred to the surgical floor and then discharged 
home on postoperative day 3. The child was hemodynamically stable throughout the hospital stay. 
 
Discussion:  Patients with ALADD could potentially pose a management problem for the anesthesiologist. From 
the literature it is noted that there appear to be 2 distinct groups of patients – a group made up exclusively of boys 
who are treatment responders and a group of mostly girls who are non-responders (2) .It would thus appear that 
the intraoperative and post operative course may well be influenced by the group into which the patient falls. It is 
hard to determine which group our patient belonged to as there was no need for vasopressor support, both during 
the intra and post-operative period.  We would like to conclude with the following comments:  
1. A general anesthetic can be successfully undertaken in these patients particularly in the group of treatment 
responders. It is probably advisable to have invasive arterial blood pressure monitoring and inotropic support 
should readily be available.  
2. The use of regional neuroaxial analgesia can be safely undertaken. 
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